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Subject: Re: problems in oregon state
From:

Todd G. (wisegamer@yahoo.com)

To:

portland@ic.fbi.gov;

Date:

Friday, July 20, 2012 8:22 PM

Being gang stalked and abused by staff when I was at OSH, who started all this. They got me caught up in
something that lasted once I left, undercover police and other people following me around, involving the local
police, sheiffs, people in medical establishments and all around participating. Some will just pretend they don't
know when I'm being hurt and refuse to provide help or acknowledge the problem, ignore important health
concerns, some harass and engage in abuse, offer fake and false advise, solutions, treatment, usually harmful, and
refuse useful and necessary help. They'll lie about it and have deceptive explanations about it all. It comes in all
varieties, sometimes they will hurt you outright. It's just how it is. The purpose can be for a gang of people to do
things to a person in secret, target, hurt them anyway they can, and pretend they don't know what's going on, or
the person is mentally ill when they're not. This happened to me at Oregon state hospital, in Springfield, Eugene,
the Springfield police, sheriff, and state police participated, also happened at sacred heart medical center, laurel
hill, lane county jail, and Springfield jail. Guards knew who I was, did things in secret, made faces, whisled at
me, refused to help, they spied on me and knew everytging that was going on with this outside technology. They
let me get raped and assaulted with this technology for months in jail, at OSH, and in the community, everyone
participated.
www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=gang%20stalking
Dishonest organization.
This happens to people of the public, often those targeted by the government, CIA, FBI, NSA, military, and local
police and state police. It's hard to say who is the ultimate instigator as everyone is a willing participant.
Google has more stories about it, its often associated with people targeted by the above, with spying, synthetic
telepathy and psychotronic use.
http://in2worlds.net/gangstalking-and-targeted-individuals
www.newswithviews.com/Stuter/stuter78.htm
http://www.stopeg.com/
I had no way of describing it all till now, but it definitely fits. It's all very familiar.. I actually described very
similar behavior before, this is just some of the information on how it happens.
From: Todd G. <wisegamer@yahoo.com>;
To: portland@ic.fbi.gov <portland@ic.fbi.gov>;
Subject: Re: problems in oregon state
Sent: Wed, Jul 18, 2012 2:26:34 AM

I think its even possible the FBI is involved. What can i do?.. yeah I am about to pass out from sickness, my body
is so tight and damaged now, constant abuse is killing me....
From: Todd G. <wisegamer@yahoo.com>;
To: portland@ic.fbi.gov <portland@ic.fbi.gov>;
Subject: Re: problems in oregon state
Sent: Wed, Jul 18, 2012 2:05:20 AM

Hi, I wrote to you in 2010 over this issue, and I also sent many hand written mailings in 2011 and 2012. Is there
anyone there who would investigate abuse by the police and government in Oregon? I have found out a lot more
information about the technology behind the spying and abuse I've.experienced, its called psychotronics and
synthetic telepathy. Sound and radiowaves penetrante walls and travel Long distances, it can be focused into a
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persona body and things done to hurt them. Simulate psychosis, rape and hurt people. Police in springfield
Oregón knew what I did in private, in my apartment, they knew I was being followed by people and abused with
this technology. God theres so many details, if I could at least get help making a report, know any agentes like
those from the x files or anyone mildly concern about police, government and military misconduct? Please I am
being destroyed in secret, my life dependa on getting help, I need Medical care but I can't easily prove how I was
injured, the machine and those involved are are driving me into the ground for no reason. Their system can see
and hear through walls, read a persons brain waves, see what I see, hear, think, Explore my Memory, use sound,
microwaves, infarred, and other energy on me, remotely control my brain, play sound, noise, images, burn, chill
my skin, tickle, itch, buzz, push, Bill, resonante skin and muscle tissue, I imagine a Type of 3D sound and
electromagnetic projector that beams energy in focused patterns through the walls, targetting different parts of
my body, my penis or muscles for example, ears or esophogus, plus everything else. I am being set up by the
police and this was also used on me in jail, I was badly hear up by police WHO were involved and knew this was
being used, the sheiffs were involved and now my case is being interfered with. They call it GEI sound. Like I
am being framed to look psychotic, and will plead GEI. They are.tearingy body apart, please help.
Heres an email i just sent to my attorney with links and information about this technology. Maybe it helps you
understand that it does exist, and how it works a little. Please get back to me, I need your help.
Perm address/ contact info
Todd Giffen
405 W Centennial Blvd
Springfield, OR 97477
5413210010
I am staying at:
2015 Myers Rd
Eugene, OR 97401
There are many details, nearly all county and local/state government are involved, even I believe lane county
mental health and this group home. I am being controlled by people and noone will come forward or admit to
their involvement, I am not safe here. It's definitely real, please help. I am tired of being exploited and forced to
live as a victim...
Links and email sent to my attorney today:
Here's a few links that I compiled with relevent information. Voice 2 skull is a confirmed military technology
developed in the early 90s that sounds nearly identical to what I describe. Without ever having access to the
Internet or related information, I described it appropriately as directional and focused sound and energy in 2008,
staff said I was being watched with something outside thebuilding that could focus on me and watch me in
private, and I know my experience and everything thats possible, what more do you need?. I was raped again
twice yesterday, I am in shock, and at this very moment my body is being puffed up and beams twirl around my
testicles. I swear these are some sick and demented individuals who would persist and target someone against
their will just for kicks or to hurt them, that seems to be whats behind their purpose and program. It just is, I can't
say why they'd be allowed to do it, they are just in to covering things up and abuse.
Voice 2 skull: http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2008/05/army-removes-pa/
Washington Post article on Mind Games: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2007/01/10/AR2007011001399.html
Washington Post article on Mind Control: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/discussion/2007/01/12/DI2007011201368.html
MindForce:
http://www.mindjustice.org/
Wikipedia article on electromagnetic weapons: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_weapon
Wikipedia article on non lethal weapons: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-lethal_weapon
See through walls: http://www.sciencedaily.com/videos/2007/0706-seeing_through_walls.htm
Use cellphones to ser through walls, appearently its becoming mainstream: http://mashable.com/2012/04/18/cellphones-see-through-walls/
Synthetic telepathy history:
http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2010/05/451768.html
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IBM predicts 5 in 5 2012, Remote computer control and brain linking, and more - moving synthetic telepathy
into the hands of the consumer:
http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibm_predictions_for_future/ideas/index.html
Computer mediated synthetic telepathy, conceptual design:
http://deepthought.newsvine.com/_news/2010/06/12/4497355-computer-mediated-synthetic-telepathy-aconceptual-design
A lawsuit and injuction alleging synthetic telepathy abuse:
http://www.mireilletorjman.com/lawsuit-synthetic_ills_in_america
Space Preservation Act - real enough to ban. Congressman Dennis Kucinich wrote multiple bills to ban
psychotronics, synthetic telepathy, and energy weapons, at least from space use - ground based use is still ok
though: http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Space_Preservation_Act
These are some of the more credible sources of information that I can find. My concern is that when and if this
happens, there has to be a way to stop it and ask for investigations and protection over alleged abuse. Its not just
the use of this technology, its the misconduct of the officials, police, and people involved. I tried to give you
ideas to pursue proving this was happening, you obviously need to be willing to talk about it and make reports,
ask for help. Otherwise people never get the oppertunity to consider it or look into it. When can you start helping
John? I am seriously stuck in a hole with the damage and control they are excerting. I need your help
coordinating and figuring this out...
My honest thought is that this has become more mainsteam and common place, its being used bu the police
everywhere every day to monitor and target individuals if they wish. Especially since 9/11 and efforts to extract
and collect information picked up. Wonder why the torture of terroists stopped? Maybe they switched to probing
with synthetic telepathy. I guarantee it, but theres also a whole dark side to this technology and.how its used, and
I've fully experienced that....
From: Todd G. <wisegamer@yahoo.com>;
To: <portland@ic.fbi.gov>;
Subject: problems in oregon state
Sent: Mon, Dec 13, 2010 10:48:54 PM

i was in the oregon state hospital from 2005-2010. I'm writing to both attempt
to make a report and also to seek assistance, I'm not sure where to start. My
main problem is that while I was in the state hospital I was a target of
physical and other abuse - I received neurological injury from the medication
while I was there, from when I was given large doses of Seroquel improperly for
a condition I didn't have and had received misdiagnosis by their clinicians, the
medication caused severe nerve and muscle damage, every part of my body because
really hard and locked up and I lost feeling and the ability to use most of the
muscles. The staff and/or other entity of the state had also been
inappropriately misusing some type of technological device to spy and follow me
around the hospital, listen in on my conversations and study me physically and
otherwise - I believe it was some kind of long-range radio/electromagnetic
imagining technology that worked through walls and most obstacles. The
information being gathered was fully available and staff mistreated me over it,
my conversations and physical acts - the reason for this being that I had been
involved in high profile staff misconduct with the likes of Bonita Tucker, her
personal/romnatic relationships and improper physical contact with patients
(including myself), her involvement in aiding the escape of several patients
including Gino Publishi and David Anderson, bring in contraband, etc. I was a
high target from the staff because of this, they gave preferriantial treatment
to these patients and Bonita Tucker and anyone who was involved in the
incidents, except for me. I was constantly harassed as she/the staff had accused
me of being a stalker when her involvement with me was brought into question,
and the staff hid and lied about the situation at the hospital. This also
happened to cost me my release and was why I was being held at the hospital. The
state police investigated me on this basis and they as well as the hospital hid
any other fact about the situation. In 2008 I can't explain how it all happened,
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but after a letter of mine was stolen/discoivered and possibly passed to
Disability Rights Oregon and several other people, although no official note
exists in my record of any of this, events started to take place in which led to
me being under heavvy monitorment. I was being seriously heavily and physical
harassed and abused by the staff during most of this time, and DRO and the
investigative agency for the state seemed to be involved. There are lots of
stupid smalls pieces as to why they were doing it, and not helping me in the
least - part of my problem was I had been severely physically damaged by the
medication, all my muscles in my entire body had become very tense and rigid
(conditions known as tardive dystonia & tardive dyskinisia, although some of the
damage was likely from severe physical harassment and trauma I'd been exposed to
during this time), I couldn't move or relax most of them, my senses were all
very sensitive, and for the most part I couldn't feel or control most of my body
any more. I was involved into any of this and it was being done behind my back,
but the staff and DRO and other agencies were having meetings about me and
watching everything take place, DRO and everyone ignored my pleas for assistance
despite providing ample evidence, for example times and date to review security
footage from the cameras and microphones on the unit, and the DRO case manager
(who worked under a federal abuse program, PAIMI) who was assigned to me mostly
seemed to ignore everything I reported to her and went along with what the staff
and everyone were doing. I don't really know why she did this or why they were
putting me through this. I reported incidents of them discussing our private
conversations, harass and staff talking to me directly, staff laughing at me,
forcefully medicating me without my consent and without following the INformed
Consent law and guidelines despite being informed otherwise and likely having a
proper understanding of the law (in other words, deliberate medical battery),
staff going as far during such incidents as to ripped me off the phone after
having a doctor from the outside say they couldn't medicate me in this manner,
refuse to call the on-call doctor, and verbally tell me during the process
"we'll call the doctor after we give you the medicine, and after "no body cares
about your rights, nobody is going to help you" etc. On another similar
incident, a staff member held me down on a bed and punched me in the face many
times with his fist, severely brusing and cutting my face, making me bleed, etc,
and further choked and covered my face aggressively with a towel as I was put
into restaints - they tried to prevent me from hiring a laywer by refusing me
access to my checks and money at some point, but I think it had something to do
with the women from DRO who was working with me and the way they were handling
the situation - I was in pretty bad shape and the hospital had been completely
ignoring my grievances and complaints about this, and her advise to me was to
stop filing the complaints and didn't seem to want me to file tort claim when I
asked if I should do it. Her responce to me after everything I had told her was
to pretend it wasn't going on at first or like I was having mental problems, but
after asking her why she didn't respond to the information I sent to her giving
date by date and time by time information on the incidents and the security logs
and everything that was going on, I was very upset, she paused and commented
"the technology exists" ... - truth is the reports about my physical state and
things I'd been going through had been getting back to DRO since at least 2007,
and there were other times when I spoke with them that they knew about different
things I'd said or had went through on the ward. They didn't seem to have a
problem with the physical and mental mistreatment I was going through during
most of the process, it didn't seem - clues range from staff communicating to me
that DRO/entity thought they were being blackmailed, or I had called too many
times reporting what I was going through and ran up a high bill for their 800
phone number - in 2008 they found a way to beam sounds specifically to me or a
designated area, and started by playing a high pitched sound of someone blowing
or whisling, to the point that I think i started to become very stressed. I
think they also used this force on my body directly but I couldn't fully feel it
because of the nerve and muscle damage. Sometime later after many more events
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took place, they started talking to me "no one's ever made it this far..." and
my body suddenly swoll up and I could hardly breathe, they were beaming some
kind of energy/sound covering my body which was very painful and was irritaing
my muscles and nerves, everything was puffing up very badly and I had a high
pulse of 170+ after I finally had it checked. People and staff stopped talking
and harassing me directly face to face or making noises around me anymore,
instead they used this - they started talking about how they were getting tired
of staring at my asshole, they'd talking about how I would just sit on the towel
to smell my own farts (I couldn't poop anymore because my intestine stopped
releasing lubricant and everything was drying up), they were telling me to call
"DRO and rescind your suicidal" and all this different stuff, telling me there
was some settlement and she'd come and deport me and help me get out of the
hospital or something, I could hardly move but when I did finally call and say
just that, they called me and pretended that I had called and did some intake
when I had never spoken with them and asked "have something you need help with"
or something, but I didn't really know what they were talking about and so
instead we ended the call and she said "call anytime, okay?" - later DeAnn Major
herself shows up but I wasn't really abloe to speak with her, she says she's
going to view the security logs for some other patients and incidents she wants
to see, I think I was supposed to tell her to check the recordings for what
these guys were saying to me because they planned to have it show up there so
she could get involved from that perspective, the abuse and harm that was being
caused. But I couldn't think and wondered why she didn't check it all the times
I reported before, and after she left they startted yelling at me "you weren't
supposed to just let her leave" etc. They were talking about how it was some
kind of unstructured settlement and just constantly overloading me with noise
and other stimulii, screwing with my eye lids so I couldn't keep them closed,
etc - staff would say to me "oh what you don't care?" and stuff but I couldn't
hardly understand or get what was going on, I was in too much pain. They were
trying to force me to do stuff. They made a bunch of themes like it was some
type of romantic or about love between us and her, they'd previously also tried
to get me to get put on suicide watch so that they could use some type of
process called a "private transfer" to get me out of the hospital which never
went through. They at one point did place me on suicide watch and said I would
be transferred and pretended they were going to explain to me what was going on
while I was asleep, the doctor stopped by (Dr. Duran) "oh let me tell you how
this is going to work..", but when the morning came the Unit Director Jeff
Birkholtz immediately had me taken off and no transfer was ever made. Now for
several years I have been going through this system and because I was never
seemly able to get people involved and I was quite ruined by the whole process,
and because I had aggressionj towards the whole process, I was civilly committed
and then released into the community only after an entire year of being locked
up physically and mentally, nothing hardly changing, they'd been using this
process on me and stimulating my muscles and parts of my body but it hasn't had
hardly any effect, and talking to me constantly, over stimulating me, they
wouldn't talk to me about any of it and no phyiscal or neurological services or
rehab was ever offerred and I believe the process hardly did anything beneficial
for me and severely screwed my body and mind up. I could hardly talk or think
about anything, I couldn't feel my body - I've been getting messed with by
people in the community and my family who are involved, I couldn't do anything
about it and my health wasn't improving a single bit - I have just discovered
that steam room and hot water have helped relax my muscles some and it's been
the only thing I've been able to do, but yet these people won't talk to me and
act as if nothing is happening, they keep telling me to "stop it" and "bah
humbug" "why are you doing this to me" and repeat it over and over, and over,
but I was never getting any better and I'm tired of all this and want something
done about it, they harass me with images of objects like pedobear, sometimes
less offensive images, sex and pornography, people having faces and being
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aggressive, other objects and motions and other sensations - they use it in my
sleep to play dreams and show me images and videos, talk and .. when I try to
confront anybody about it, they act like they don't know anything about it, but
there's many people involved from this mental health place I'm inolved at called
Laurel Hill, they have people/agents following me around to stores and other
places I go, and there are many times people there that seem to be playing along
with them or were given some information, I mean at stores like Taco Time, Wal
Greens, Verizon, YMCA, Dari Queeen, Jerry's, when I was put in jail the clerks
and several of the inmates working as part of the work incentive program seemed
informed and targeted me with odd behavior and faces/etc, I was in jail because
I tried to confront my grandparents who have been apart of this and they
wouldn't talk about it, instead called the cops - which angred me and prompted
me to break one of their printers when they refused to answer for it, and that's
when I had the delite of going through the jail experience - my lawyer and the
DA seemed to be aware of the situation, and besides me lawyer not talking to me
much or really working with me about my side of things, I was given a special
deal "diversion, with a special twist that I got to plead no contest when the
procedure usually requires a guilty plea" - I never requested this deal, and had
only communicated this privately to myself, I was very upset and thought that I
would be forced to just make a plea but was upset that I had ever reason to be
questioning people and that it wasn't my fault for what everyone was doing, so I
said "maybe I'll plead no contest" to avoid the trouble - at the time I couldn't
even hardly talk or do anything anyway, my vocal cords and throat, muscles
everywhere have been squeezing me so tight and my mind has been screwed up or
everything, even to move has been difficult, it would be the best I could do. In
jail the guard would walk by and whisper "grow up " and crap, and they were
talking about how one time I said the doctors at the hospital would be
responsible for what went on and acted like being in jail was punishment for
saying it or thinking it, but in reality I had no control over it because they
were the ones that screwed me up and messed my body up, and were subjecting me
to all this phyiscal and mental torment and not allowing me to go see a real
doctor or get any therapy for my physical problems, they didn't even consult
with me before they did any of the stuff that went on. My primary doctor even
gave me a talk about how he writes letters to people when he has a problem and
often gets great service in return, then followed up by saying during the
conversations about my difficulty getting help "maybe the ACLU will help if you
write a nice letter, ... and" and then something about "why but you look and
sound like a maniac" - but it was the physical things and problems that they had
caused and were aware of that were making it difficult for me to speak or
communicate, my brain and language and the amount of physical pain and
discomfort I was in being quite hard to bear and deal with, and I was very
frusterated by trying to do anything. I admit that things aren't great, all I
can do now is yell back at them and occassionally break a wall or something, but
they made me like this and then left me to deal with it, they never talked or
asked me if I wanted this done or what I wanted to do, or gave me any options the entire system was completely rigged. They might have tried to do it at some
point in my favor but I didn't have any part in it and didn't really have a
choice, no one would help me with the issues that were going on. I'm tried of
being threatened and having these people doing these destructive things around
me and having nothing to say for it, and not getting any of the healthcare or
help I need, or being able to have rest or peace, or justice. They completely
falsified my record and made false reports about the incidents that happen when
they investigated the abuse at the state hospital, and none of the staff or
people responsible ever had any action or charges pressed against them, they
lied and created this entire mess and I shouldn't have to be the one suffering
for this or putting up with this, I have no money for an attorney and could
hardly get together the information require myself, I don't understand how
something like this could happen and I not have any rights or way to do anything
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about it. They think they're funny and above the law and that they're free to do
whatever they want without consequences, and put it off onto me and I'm freaking
out because there doesn't seem to be any way for me to prove what they're doing
if everyone just keeps letting it go by - I mean I feel really unsafe and I
can't do anytihng about it. If I'm in jail, please find me.

Todd Giffen
405 W Centennial BLVD
Springfield, OR 97477
541-321-0010
541-747-7623
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